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Identity Management as a target in cyberwar

Lothar Fritsch1

Abstract: This article will discuss Identity Management (IdM) and digital identities in the context of
cyberwar. Cyberattacks that target or exploit digital identities in this context gain leverage through
the central position of IdM digital infrastructures. Such attacks will compromize service operations,
reduce the security of citizens and will expose personal data - those of military personell included. The
article defines the issue, summarizes its background and then discusses the implications of cyberwar
for vendors and applicants digital identity management infrastructures where IdM is positioned as a
critical infrastructure in society.
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"The events which can not be prevented, must be directed.”

- Klemens von Metternich

1 Introduction

Identity management is a technological platform that enables the identification and verifica-
tion of persons or computers as well as the processing of persons, of ownership over physical
or virtual objects and over all other imaginable resources. Mobile phone subscriptions and
bank accounts as well as payment systems are well-known domains where IdM plays a
critical role. Less visible domains are public utilities, government administration or health
services, where in progressing digitization of services IdM is introduced to both control
access and roles of employees as well as to identify persons who are being administered,
billed or privileged through IdM.

IdM is therefore a critical infrastructure that underlies many other of society’s critical
infrastructures and functions, while making citizens involuntarily accessible to external
actors [HG08]. This article will discuss Identity Management as a critical asset in the
context of cyberwar. It will discuss the relevance in face of power and military action, then
illustrate the issue with examples. Digital identity will be positioned as an attack vector for
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Fig. 1: Consequences of three escalating categories A1,A2 and A3 of cyberattacks on identity
management.

cyberattacks. Next, possible regulatory restrictions will be introduced, before I conclude
and summarize.

The main argument of this article is:
IdM ist the key to most digital environments, the key to all citizens (military and civil),
and has therefore major relevance in national security and sovereignty in the context of
cyberwar.

2 Background

IdM is of major relevance in the national security context. First, it enables the governance
of digital services of all kinds, and is therefore a part of most digital civil, administrative
and critical infrastructures, including communications. Next, digital identities are directly
associated with individuals, which turns them into tools to track, profile, find and access
those people. Third, digital identities are used directly in military contexts where they
are the key to personnel, equipment or actions. The role of RFID auto-identification of
goods and products in industrial espionage and sabotage has been illustrated by Fritsch in
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[Fr09]. The remainder of this section will discuss examples of how IdM is closely related to
cybersecurity, and how compromize of digital identities endangers societal security and
sovereignty.

Digital identities can get exploited for various adverse actions in escalating levels of impact
on societal security (labeled as categories A1-A3 below):

A1: Surveillance and intelligence gathering: Key persons or large segments of popula-
tions can be targeted through digital identities for observation.

A2: Personalized manipulation and disruption: Through individual digital identities,
people can be targeted for influence campaigns or can become the individual target of
adverse action.

A3: Mass exploitation or disruption of services: Compromize of IdM at a large scale
will enable the disruption of critical societal functions, either through their simple
destruction that will render identification as well as archives useless, or through
targeted exploitation of stolen identities for disruptive actions that target society’s
critical processes and services.

The consequences of these actions are llustrated in Fig. 1. It is noteworthy that digital
identities bridge from the digital into the physical domain. Cyberattacks may combine into
cyberphysical attacks where digital surveillance from A1 may lead to physical action against
persons in A2 and A3. Fig. 2 illustrates how digital identifiers connect digital and physical
spaces in ways that are exploitable by attackers even in the physical domain.

Simple observation of digital identities can leak critical secrets. In 2018, a fitness app for
self-metering of jogging performance published trail maps of joggers that were found to
reveal secret military facilities used by U.S. troops 2.Such data extraction relates to category
A1. Further investigation of fitness apps’ data extraction confirmed how unverified apps can
easily access critical identities and personal data [MHF19].

Kallberg [Ka16] discusses pillars of societal stability that will be at risk through cyber
attacks (pp. 121). Cyberwar strategy aims at the destabilization of the target contry’s
functioning institutional arrangements. He explicitly discusses governmental registers and
archives with institutional knowledge such as property registers as potential targets. The
pivotal role of IdM in governance puts IdM in the core of such attack strategies. Such actions
fall into category A3.

Dunlap [Du14] discusses the consequences of a future hyperpersonalization of war through
digital identities. Dunlap reasons about digital technologies as enablers of acts of war that
target specific individuals. He describes two relevant cases which are in category A2:

2 The Guardian: Fitness tracking app Strava gives away location of secret US army bases, 2018-01-
28, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/28/fitness-tracking-app-gives-away-location-of-secret-us-army-
bases , accessed 2020-02-21
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Fig. 2: Identity management causes cyberphysical security and privacy problems when exploited in
cyberwar.
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1. The targeting of individual soldiers with biometrics-enabled or otherwise personalized
weapons.This vision is illustrated by the short film Slaughterbots 3. Similar tactics have
already historically been observed being used against U.S. soldiers in the Pacific who
found their private browser history published on the Internet 4. Similar threats have
been addressed to U.S. soldier’s smart phones in 2019 5. Worries about digital targeting
have been voiced by Swedish defense researchers Sigholm and Andersson [SA11]
who reason about future battlefield technology’s exposing of soldier’s personal data.
Case examples from the Iraq war have been collected by Conti et al. [Co10] who
documented the naive use of identifiers in battlefield. Personal data gets weaponized
in conflicts. This problem has been noticed by privacy technology researchers at
Karlstad University who suggest the use of privacy enhancing technology (PET) in
battle contexts [FFH18].

2. The targeting of civillians with misinformation for the purpose of destabilization
(A2). The impact of such tactics when applied against massses (A3) has been seen in
the manipulation election services deployed by Cambridge Analytica in 2016 [Be18].
Military personnel and their families recently have been exposed to such tactics, for
example during NATO exercises in the Baltics where wifes of Dutch military pilots
reveived threatening phone calls 6.

Individuals may come under surveillance and may suffer from intelligence actions that
steal their identities. Eakin [Ea17] describes in his essay ’The Swedish Kings of Cyberwar’
a joint intelligence effort called WINTERLIGHT where intelligence targeted the whole
spectrum of identities from access control credentials up to fabrication of ’real’ LinkedIn
pages in the name of targets. The aforemention propaganda against soldiers’ families are
part of these tactics. A. Pfitzmann warned against naive application of RFID identification
of humans in 2007 through the example of person-specific bombs that explode when certain
person’s RFID passport walks by 7 (category A2).

A suspected intelligence cyberattack agaainst a Dutch issuer of commercial web certificates,
DigiNotar, The provider was hacked and then used to issue large numbers of fake domain
certificates [vdM13, WB18]. The issued certificates were found to be used by intelligence
services to intercept SSL-encrypted web traffic. Only after several months this was discovered,
and business terminated by the Dutch government8. Meulen [vdM13] concludes:

3 See video ’Slaughterbots’ at https://autonomousweapons.org/slaughterbots/ , accessed 2020-02-21
4 Bruce Schneier about Future Cyberwar,

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2018/08/future_cyberwar.html, accessed 2020-02-21
5 Interview with Keir Giles on Military,com, https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/09/03/russian-harassment-

nato-personnel-families-next-chapter-information-warfare.html , accessed 2020-02-21.
6 De Telegraf, Telefoonterreur treft thuisfront: ’Russen’ intimideren vrouwen Nederlandse F-16-vliegers, 2019-09-

19, https://www.telegraaf.nl/nieuws/838014510/russen-intimideren-vrouwen-nederlandse-f-16-vliegers ,accessed
2020-02-21

7 Neues Deutschland: Personspezifische Bomben mit RFID-Pass, 25.04.2007, https://www.neues-
deutschland.de/artikel/108709.regierung-baut-personenspezifische-bomben.html , accessed 2020-02-21

8 See full description: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/media/news-items/operation-black-tulip, accessed 03-Apr-2020
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The DigiNotar disaster was a painful wake-up call for the world, not just for the Dutch
government. They provided the stage on which this disaster could unfold. The breach
maintained considerable repercussions for various parties around the globe, especially
the affected Gmail users in Iran. (...)it is clear DigiNotar is unfortunately not an isolated
incident. In the same year, the media also reported on other attacks against RSA and an
affiliate of Comodo, another CA. (...) Other examples include multiple breaches against
Verisign, another CA, in 2010, which did not come into the public eye until 2012.

Large-scale IdM infrastructures that process vulnerable populations may lead to genocidal
abuse (A3). In spite of historic precedence of the perils of mass identification in the Thrid
Reich [Al04, Bl01], modern technology facilitates the mass sorting of populations by
applying easily isusable technology such as the mass application of facial biometrics in
public areas [Bo17]. Other vulnerable scenarios include digital identities for refugees in
UNHCR camps who get registered with biometrics, which may expose them to new classes
of risks [Ja15] where conflict moves from the physical into the cyber domain.

3 Attack vectors

The attack vectors through identity management need further attention. IdMs are complex
systems combining many parties into the execution of multi-party protocols. End users of all
levels of knowledge and relying parties without domain expertise are connected to and trust
in certificate authorities, access control systems and document archives. Such systems have
vast attack surfaces for intelligence, takeover or disruption. Attack vectors, in general, are:

• Traceable and linkable identifiers;

• Recognizable (unencrypted and identifiable) identity attributes;

• Registration attacks against certificate authorities;

• Directory attacks against directory services;

• Denial of service attacks against parts or all of IdM;

• Identifier, token and credential theft and misuse in replay, imposture or social
engineering;

Attacks can get launched directed against IdM technology as well as against procedures
and administrative staff. A wide overview over attack vectors against IdM is described by
Haber and Rolls in [HR20b]. Tradscending digital risks they illustrate - as observed by
Conti et al. [Co10] - the threats to IdM that come through physical information on paper or
plastic [HR20a].

The observation of use patterns of IdM tokens has been noted by Paintsil [PF10], in particular
accommodating tracking risks. Fritsch and Momen show how tracking of ID attributes
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over time enables the collection of identity attributes [FM17, MF20], which constitutes an
additional intelligence risk of specific types of IdM with observable tokens or personal
information.

3.1 Impact

IdM as an attack vector in cyberwar and cyberphysical war will have serious impact. From
the examples discussed above we can expect that IdM will be used in cyber attacks to seek
the following purposes:

• Personalized surveillance of individuals of interest;

• Personalized and individual attacks (today drone killings, tomorrow run over by a
smart car)

• Attacks on infrastructure (IdM compromized - infrastructure compromized);

• Attacks on documents, archives, authorizations, bank accounts et cetera (trolling and
bot networks exploiting real accounts for adversary purposes);

• Identification opens channels for personalized propaganda and manipulation (Cam-
bridge analytica, threats, blackmail and distortion).

• Identity is key to personal data that can get weaponized (compromates, blackmail,
disruption, interference).

Facing the vast potential consequences of cybebrattacks, IdM should be both hardened and
regulated to mitigate the perils of cyberwar.

3.2 Rules and regulation

IdM in cyber conflict relates to many rules and regulations that vendors of IdM might
normally not have in mind when they develop or deploy their technology. Starting from
the top level, one’s ability to use digital identities and related services in undisrupted ways
is anchored in the Universal human rights [As48]. Robinson et al. [Ro18] directly relate
cyber conflicts that involve personal digital identity or personal data to three articles of
the Universal human rights (pp.7). Article 3 guarantees the right to a safe life, article 12
protects the privacy of the individual, and article 19 guarantees freedom of expression and
freedom of information against interference.

Further regulation of cyberwar action can be drawn from the rules of war laid forth in the
Geneva convention. Specific requirements are the distinction of civilians from military under
attack [Ro17] and the minimization of collateral damage to civilians. However, the concept
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of cyber collateral damage [RG16] is ill-defined at this time while the IdM infrastructures
are configured and deployed in ways that are close to guaranteeing cyber collateral damage
on the civil society.

A closer look at privacy and data protection requirements for secure identity management
has been taken by privacy regulators and technology experts in the scope of the FutureID
project in [Ha13]. The report formulates strong requirements concerning the secrecy,
unlinkability, integrity and control over identifiers. Privacy regulation such as the EU
General data protection regulation (GDPR) 9 imposes similar strict data protection and
privacy requirements on identity providers.

It may surprise that the EU NIS directive 10 does not focus explicitly on IdM as a critical
service in society, given its role and its impact in the functioning of society.

4 Conclusion

Identity management (IdM) is an attractive target for cyber attacks. It enables adversarial
surveillance, intelligence gathering, and identity theft. IdM can open channels for direct
attacks on individuals as well as on large segments of the population, easily scaling up to
the level of a genocide. The attack and disruption of IdM will affect, compromize or destroy
critical societal services and critical infrastructures.

IdM should therefore be treated as a critical infrastructure of high relevance for societal
security. In consequence, IdM needs to consider its weaknesses, implications and impact
when attacked for the aforementioned purposes in cyberwar. Vendors and relying parties
need to make sure that citizens will not be endangered through easily traceable or abusable
digital identifiers. Identity attributes must be protected with high security assurance. Access
to critical services and the integrity of digital archives must be preserved with special
attention, which will demand protection measures as well as redundancy.

Effort will have to be spent to ensure that identity and access management providers prevent
their directory services from becoming ’kill lists’ for adversaries. One particular important
question will be: How can we protect digital identities against nonconsensual use by other
parties for the purpose of cyberwar? Biometric technology and plain-text identity attributes
are two specific high-risk areas of IdM.

International laws and treaties may regulate future cyberwar consequences for IdM, however
as of now they do not exist. Therefore should IdM be assessed for cyberwar risks and
consequences in multiple perspectives: strategic, national security, national sovereignty, and
last but not least focusing on the impact on citizens, in analogy to data protection or privacy
impact assessments performed for personal data processing.

9 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation), 2016, https://gdpr-info.eu/ , accessed 2020-02-21
10 DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/1148 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 6 July 2016
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We have to accept that IdM is both a critical infrastructure and an attractive target for cyberwar.
Vendors and users of the technology need to be aware of the risks and consequences.
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